
Cyber Security 
Assessment Tool 

Improve your cyber security 
based on facts!

Cyberattacks are costly and disruptive and vulnerabilities are all too 
common for most organizations. A well-designed Cybersecurity 
Assessment, carried out on a regular basis, provides you with a risk-
and fact-based view of the challenges and opportunities associated 
with cybersecurity and helps address rapidly changing cybersecurity 
threats and risks.

The CSAT helps you to quickly assess your organization's 
cybersecurity status and to create a fact-based action plan to 
improve their cybersecurity. It's the perfect way to maximize 
security and to demonstrate you are taking security seriously.

“The CSAT helps you to build your 
security roadmap, based on facts 
from your organization's hybrid 
infrastructure. It enables you to prove that 
you take security seriously.”

Paul Dols | CEO at QS solutions

      How it works
CSAT is an automated security assessment that provides insights into an 
organizations security vulnerabilities, based on data from your 
infrastructure and Office 365. CSAT collects relevant data by:
• Scanning all endpoints and other systems in the network
• Scanning the Active Directory and Azure AD
• Scanning content in Office 365, SharePoint and Intune

CSAT collects relevant information through an automated survey that uses 
agents which delete themselves following the endpoint scan, minimizing 
the effort required from the internal IT department.

      CSAT Benefits
With CSAT, organisations of all sizes build a cyber security roadmap 
based on quickly discovered facts from their IT environment. 

• Offers risk-based action plan for security improvements
• Helps to build business cases and aligns IT security and Business

Management
• Proves that you take security seriously

• Shows that you work towards compliance

We encourage you to learn more about the CSAT. Visit our website or contact our team via 
info@cybersecurityassessmenttool.com to receive additional information. QS solutions has a global partner 
network to support your organization locally. 

More information can be found at https://cybersecurityassessmenttool.com. 

Getting started with CSAT




